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ABSTRACT

M ETH ODOLOGY

Many scientific and engineering computations rely on the scalable solution
of large sparse linear systems. Preconditioned Krylov methods offer many
algorithmic choices with varying performance depending on the linear
system's properties. We analytically compare the communication costs of
parallel Krylov methods [1], offered by PETSc [2] to produce scalability
rankings of solution methods. We combine this ranking with a machine
learning performance model [3] and then demonstrate the use of the
combined model to select solver configurations in an application simulating
driven fluid flow in a cavity.

- Model two aspects of the performance:
1. Model convergence using an ML approach (see ML Model Construction)
2. Model communication by considering the operations below.

RESU LTS
Applicat ion Descr ipt ion
- Driven cavity flow simulation.
- Combination of lid-driven flow and buoyancy-driven flow.
- Non-linear PDEs:
-?U - ? y ? = 0
-?V + ? x ? = 0
-?? + ? .([U* ? , V* ? ]) -GR * ? xT = 0
-?T + PR* ? .([U * T, V * T]) = 0

- The system is discretized by using finite differences with a 5-point stencil on a uniform 2D
Cartesian mesh, with four unknowns per mesh point (2D velocity, vorticity, temperature).

PROBLEM
- Optimal numerical method selection is challenging.
- Preconditioned Krylov methods with the same complexity perform
differently for different inputs.

M odel-based solver select ion : Given a new sparse linear system, we
1. Apply the ML model to obtain a list of "good" solver configurations [5-7].
2. If solving large-scale problems (>1000 cores), find the top-ranked
methods within that set based on the communication model.

M L M ODEL CON STRU CTION
SOLU TION
We analyze the communication overheads of Krylov methods to
generate a communication-based solver ranking. For small scales,
we use our Machine Learning (ML) model [4] to suggest solvers.
For large scales we combine the ML model and the
communication-based ranking to produce solver
recommendations.
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Tr ain in g dat aset : 1836 square matrices (University of Florida Sparse Matrix
Collection), up to 484,481 rows, up to 79,936,000 nonzeros.
Solver t im in g r esu lt s: 97,117; labeled "good": 56,464; labeled "bad": 40,651
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